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Path Solutions captures top honors in
Redmoney’s IFN Poll for 2008
For 4 years Redmoney’s Best Banks Poll has
been widely recognized as the industry’s
benchmark and this year’s poll tallied almost
2,491 unique votes naturally cast by Islamic
finance leading practitioners and participants.

January 10, 2009 – Path Solutions earned the
finest accolade in the 2008 Islamic Finance
News Poll conducted by Redmoney as the
Best Technology Provider.
“It is a great achievement and honour for Path
to win this award for the second time. This
award is in recognition of our hard work, commitment and delivery of the finest solutions
to the Islamic banking sector”, said Naji Moukadam, President of Path Solutions.

The 2008 Poll underscores the significant market presence and industry recognition Path
Solutions has gained in the last few years.
The prestigious award will be presented to
Path at two special Gala Awards Dinners: A
ceremony for IFN Asia readers will take place
on the evening of 12th February at the Mandarin Oriental Hotel in Kuala Lumpur followed
by another black tie dinner at the Grand Hyatt
Dubai on 3rd of March 2009 for IFN Middle
East readers.
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Path Solutions wins Capital Issues Year 2008 Award
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December 28, 2008 - Path Solutions has been
adjudged the Best IT Solutions Development
Firm for the Year 2008 by Lebanon-based Capital Issues of Data & Investment Consult group.

• P. 06: Corporate Academy News

The Awards Gala Ceremony which was hosted
by H.E. Mr. Ziad Baroud, Lebanese Minister
of Interior and Municipalities, was held at the
Crowne Plaza – Beirut on December 23, 2008

with top leaders in the economic and financial
industries in attendance.
The Capital Issues Yearly Award is decided
on the basis of innovative technologies and
quantitative achievements made by selected
organizations during the previous year. It was
handed over to Dourria Mehyo, VP Product
Strategy who represented Path Solutions at
the ceremony.

Path Solutions was recognized as the ‘Most
Outstanding IT Company’ and according to the
panel of judges, its state-of-the-art AAOIFI-certified software – iMAL – made Path a stand-out.
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AAOIFI certifies
Path Solutions’ iMAL

Path Solutions is handed
KLIFF’s Award for Quality,
Performance and Innovation in Islamic Finance
December 28, 2008 November 21, 2008 - The
award was presented on November 18 at the
Gala Dinner held in conjunction with Kuala
Lumpur International Islamic Finance Forum
in Malaysia.
It was handed over to Path Solutions’ Malaysia
General Manager Rohana Abdul Munim by the
Honorary Tan Sri Nor Mohamed Yakcop, Minister of Finance II Malaysia in the presence of
more than 1200 delegates from Malaysia and
around the world.
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“Because of our commitment to excellence,
there is no doubt Path will keep on receiving
accolades and industry recognition”, said Naji
Moukadam, President of Path Solutions. “We
will continue to invest heavily in, and develop
some of the industry’s most advanced technology which will lead to bottom-line benefits
to ours customers”.
Path Solutions’ achievements and contributions to the Islamic finance industry have
earned it numerous awards over the years and
reinforced its position as one of the world’s
leading technology firms.

November 13, 2008 - Path Solutions marks yet
another major milestone in its rapid progress. For
the 1st time in its history, the AAOIFI (Accounting and Auditing Organization for Islamic Financial
Institutions) has certified a universal banking solutions’ firm. The certification ceremony took place
at the “AAOIFI and World Bank Annual Conference on Islamic Banking and Finance”, on November 10th in the Kingdom of Bahrain...
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...in the presence of H.E. Sh. Ahmed bin Mohammed Al-Khalifa, Minister of Finance of
Bahrain, H.E. Rasheed Mohammed Al Maraj,
Governor of the Central Bank of Bahrain and
eminent Sharia scholars and senior representatives of the industry.

Path Solutions is this year Award-Winner at Capital
Issues Financial Ceremony
Path Solutions also participated as a Technology Sponsor of the symposium which was organized in Beirut on October 28, 2008 and tackled the recent global financial and economic
crisis and social impact for the sake of shaping
special practical programs and mechanisms to
enhance and activate new banking regulations.

The certificate was handed to Path Solutions
by H.E. Sh. Ebrahim Bin Khalifa Al Khalifa, The
Chairman of the Board of Trustees of AAOIFI and
Minister of Housing and Dr. Mohamad Nedal Al
Chaar, the Secretary General of AAOIFI.
AAOIFI ascertained Path Solutions, the leading provider of software solutions to the Islamic finance industry and its iMAL flagship
software to be fully compliant with its standards and Sharia rules and principles.
“The AAOIFI Certification covers the iMAL
modules, business processes, contracts, Islamic accounting treatments, implications and
behavior” said Dr. Mohamad Nedal Al Chaar,
AAOIFI’s Secretary General, who added:
“iMAL has been thoroughly reviewed and has
proven it truly deserves to be certified”.
Path Solutions’ President, Naji Moukadam
commented: “Becoming the 1st banking
software solutions’ provider to be certified by
AAOIFI is a quantum leap for both the information technology industry and Path Solutions.
As the pioneer in automating Islamic finance,
Path in line with its corporate strategy, is fully
committed to providing the Islamic finance institutions with true Islamic software solutions
developed in compliance with the Sharia rules
with no work around. Our partners using iMAL
software now have the assurance of having licensed a true Islamic finance solution”.
Path Solutions’ focus and primary objective is
to always enhance its products and services;
as AAOIFI scholars evolve and find new interpretations in the different Sharia rules and
principles so will Path’s commitment in developing new products and services to support a
new era in Islamic finance.

Al Baraka Bank Sudan
& Algeria go for iMAL
January 21, 2009 - Path Solutions, the 1st and
only banking software provider to be certified by
AAOIFI announced today that it has signed a license agreement with Al Baraka Bank Sudan and
Algeria (Members of Al Baraka Banking Group)
under which Path will provide and implement
iMAL solution at both sites.
The decision followed an extensive and rigorous
evaluation process by Al Baraka management
and the involvement of external consultants. This
agreement will encompass the implementation
of iMAL solution together with professional services, maintenance and ongoing support.
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October 29, 2008 - The Markets Arabia Symposium – 3rd Edition was followed by a highlevel award ceremony. Among the honorees,
Path Solutions was the recipient of the Capital Issues Financial Award for the category of
Best Banking Software Firm.

High level panelists have discussed the impact of the credit crunch on global growth
and how will the six Gulf Cooperation Council
States speed up economic integration to face
the global financial crisis sparked by the collapse of US banks. Topics such as the implications for the world economy and the policy
options and the role of the World Bank have
also been covered.

“The time we spent evaluating leading companies in the software industry was well worth the
effort. This investment confirms Al Baraka commitment to implement the best technologies at
the service of its clients”, said Taj A. I. Shanoon
- Deputy GM at Al Baraka Sudan.

About Al Baraka Group

Al Baraka Bank continues to carry out major investments to maintain its technological advance
through the acquisition of a new banking system.
Accordingly, iMAL represents an integrated solution that has an advantageous system modularity which allows Al Baraka Bank to monitor and
achieve its objectives as to conduct all banking
and investment operations in accordance with
the stipulations of Islamic Sharia as well as its
growth strategy.

ABG was established in 2002 as a holding company for the banking and financial firms affiliated
with the Dallah Albaraka Group. The first group of
institutions brought under its umbrella included
nine Islamic banks in nine countries, while the
tenth bank, Al Baraka Bank of Sudan was added
in 2005. ABG acquired a license to operate a new
subsidiary in Syria, in July 2007, with a capital of
USD100 million. Al Baraka Bank of Syria will provide Sharia-compliant retail and commercial banking across the country.

“We are delighted to have Al Baraka Bank commit to iMAL system, being the pioneer in introducing Islamic banking products in Sudan and
Algeria and we look forward to many more years
of a mutually successful relationship”, declared
Naji Moukadam, President of Path Solutions.
“With iMAL multi-lingual and multi-currency features, I believe that we are the perfect partner for
Al Baraka as they expand across the globe”, he
concluded.
iMAL user friendly, parametric, scalable and functionally rich banking software, addresses all of Al
Baraka key requirements in Sudan and Algeria
and is well aligned with the bank’s business and
technology needs.
Ahmed Kireche, Assistant GM, Al Baraka Algeria
commented: “This agreement is part of our strategy to cater equally to everyone in Algeria and
continuously provide our Muslim customers with
the best services. We look forward to the installation of iMAL to be able to offer our clients a wider
variety of banking services”.
Thanks to its robust and smart built-in capabilities, iMAL solution is set to boost Al Baraka’s
productivity over the next years to achieve the
bank business ambitions.

The Bahrain-based Albaraka Banking Group
(ABG) offers Islamic investment banking and treasury services through 11 subsidiaries in Algeria,
Bahrain, Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Pakistan, South
Africa, Sudan, Tunisia and Turkey.

ABG listed its shares on the Bahrain Stock Exchange and the Dubai International Financial
Exchange in September 2006. It was the third
largest company on the Bahrain Stock Exchange
in terms of total assets, which stood at BHD2.87
billion (USD7.6 billion) as of December 2006. It
was the second largest on the exchange based
on total revenues, which stood at BHD269.59
(USD713.4 million) as of December 2006.

ICD selects iMAL as its
preferred platform for
global network expansion
ICD, iMAL ink agreement on IT project

January 19, 2009 – Khaled Al-Aboodi, CEO
& General Manager of ICD signed an agreement on December 21, 2008 with Naji Moukadam, President of Path Solutions, the
leading provider of software solutions for
the financial services industry.
“Being the pioneers in Islamic finance”, said
Al-Aboodi, “we wanted to make sure that
we select a True Islamic Solution based on
the Sharia rules and principles; iMAL was the
choice”.
Al-Aboodi added: “We chose iMAL because of
its strong functionality. It will further enhance
our customer services and ensure a smooth
automation for our operational processes”.
“I am delighted with our performance during the last quarter. We have been able to
win deals with some of the world most
prestigious banks to run on iMAL, which
is evidence of our product superiority and
our undisputed market leadership”, said Naji
Moukadam, President of Path Solutions.
Moukadam added: “ICD is one of the leading players in the provision of equity and
term financing to commercially viable projects. Choosing Path Solutions as the vendor
for its new IT project is an enormous vote of
confidence in our company and our product”.
Path Solutions offers complete end-toend solutions for the Islamic finance sector which will enable its clients to have a
‘one-stop shop’ for their overall needs. The
AAOIFI-certified iMAL has achieved an unprecedented success by continuing to deliver superior performance, flexibility and
ease-of-use.

ICD also provides advice to governments
and private sector groups on policies to
encourage the establishment, expansion
and modernization of private enterprises,
development of capital markets, best management practices and enhance the role of
market economy. ICD operations complement the activities of the IDB.
ICD has an authorized capital of USD 1 billion, and subscribed capital of USD 500
million. The capital of ICD is allocated as
follows: 50% for IDB, 30% for member
countries and 20% for public financial institutions of member countries.
Currently, the shareholders of ICD are IDB,
45 Islamic countries (extending from Senegal in the West to Indonesia in the East)
and 5 financial institutions.

Al Jazeera Islamic Co.
selects Path Solutions as
its Strategic IT Partner

November 21, 2008 – Path Solutions announced today that Al Jazeera Islamic Co. of
Qatar has selected iMAL, Path’s advanced and
award-winning solution, to further enhance its
quality service and support its expansion plans.
Path Solutions was chosen following a tough
competition with all known IT vendors. Al
Jazeera saw in iMAL a robust, true Islamic
banking solution capable of supporting its continued success and growth plans.
Commenting on the signing, Mr. Khursheed

e-Support Service Portal
November 25, 2008 - In its strive for excellence in support services, Path Solutions
is launching its e-Support Service Portal to
enable its clients to log and follow-up on
their technical requests on-line.
The e-Support Service Portal offers customized information that our clients can
access any time by their authorized staff.
The technical requests are immediately
received by our dedicated professionals,
evaluated and worked upon as per their adequate service level.
The e-Support service is designed to streamline and facilitate the communication and cooperation for quick technical queries resolution
with our customers.
This service will start rolling out at our customers’ sites starting December 1st, 2008.

Hassan, Chief Executive Officer of Al Jazeera
Islamic Co. said: “Our need to further improve
the quality of our services prompted us to review several IT solutions available in the market. We knew that we needed one that could
be implemented quickly with smooth integration into any environment, whilst providing the
functionality that will allow us to achieve our
business goals. iMAL Enterprise Solution fulfilled all these criteria and we are starting the
implementation soon”.
Path Solutions’ EVP Business Development,
Nazzem Yaghmour explained: “iMAL continues to rapidly evolve to meet wider segment
of the Islamic finance world. The largest Islamic banks and Islamic finance companies
have found iMAL technology to be the right
vehicle for their needs. We are very proud to
have Al Jazeera Islamic Co. as another strategic partner to further enhance its technological capabilities in a booming Qatari market”.
iMAL will be implemented at Al Jazeera Islamic Co. replacing its current in-house built
system. Path Solutions’ implementation
team will work closely with Al Jazeera professionals to ensure a successful implementation.

About The Islamic Corporation

Khalijia Invest selects Path Solutions’ iMAL

The Islamic Corporation for the Development of the Private Sector (“ICD”) is a
multilateral organization, part of the Islamic
Development Bank (“IDB”) Group. ICD was
established in November 1999 to promote
economic development of its member
countries in accordance with the principles
of the Sharia through private sector development.

November 21, 2008 – Path Solutions, a global
leader in the provision of IT solutions for the
banking industry and Khalijia Invest, one of the
foremost Saudi investment companies today
announced that Path is to provide its awardwinning solution iMAL to Khalijia Invest so it
can manage its clients’ portfolios and investments more effectively.

for the Development of the Private Sector

ICD encourages the establishment, expansion and modernization of private enterprises through financing private sector enterprises or projects. Projects are selected on
the basis of their contribution to economic
development considering factors such as
creation of employment opportunities and
contribution to exports.

Khalijia Invest is a new customer for Path Solutions and it is expected that Path will implement state-of-the-art technologies to enhance
the company’s operational performance, automate its business processes and sustain and
develop its image as a customer-centered one.
Hamoud O. Al Rumayan, Khalijia Invest General
Manager said: “Khalijia Invest is keen to apply
best practices and superior services for cus-

tomer satisfaction. Moving closer to our customers reiterates our commitment to service
excellence and world-class operational standards. We are confident that with iMAL, Khalijia Invest will insure highly efficient operations
and hence can maximize profitability, improve
customer service, and reduce costs”.
The iMAL implementation at Khalijia Invest will
cover all business modules required for investment operations. It will also include the integration
with Aswaq as well as interfacing with Reuters.
Nazzem Yaghmour, EVP Business Development
at Path Solutions commented: “Path has received awards on a consistent basis for its technical expertise and business know-how in the
global finance industry. We are pleased to bring in
knowledge and value to Khalijia Invest”.
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Islamic Finance:
Focus on Growth & Technology
by Rosie Kmeid - Head of Corporate
Communications & Marketing

Recent Islamic finance practices began on an
extremely reticent scale in the early sixties.
Most of the attempts which took place at that
time in the field of Islamic Rfinance were in
the form of individual initiatives, with governments playing an inactive role. Later on, with
the support - i.e. special enactments and alterations in banking legislation - provided by
the governments of certain Muslim countries
with the intention to remove some of the
obstacles that laid off the establishment of
Islamic financial institutions, Islamic finance
burgeoned in popularity.
Long considered by Westerners as oddness, Islamic finance is going mainstream.
This article sheds light on the growth of the
Islamic Finance Industry with particular focus
on technology.
Once available only in Muslim countries, Islamic finance now appeals to some of the
largest international financial institutions seeking to tap into emerging markets. Although
Shari’ah-compliant products have been around
for many years, faith-based dealings of all appellations are nowadays enjoying a period of
truly remarkable growth and development.
As trade and investment between East and
West improve, this type of finance is benefiting from gathering interest in the eyes of
westerners. Consequently, a recent surge
in ethical and socially healthy finance is becoming quite popular in the Western world.
Western investors discovered a new, parallel
financial system commercially competitive
and they are getting acquainted with its cultural differences.
Islamic finance, identified as such because of
its adherence to Shari’ah rules, has a bright
future with the prospering Gulf boom and
the growing interest from traditional banks.
Increasing demand around the world for
Shari’ah-compliant instruments is fuelling the
Islamic finance industry’s floaty expansion;
hence, all financial institutions providing Islamic services compete on a level playing field.
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With little distinction between the activities
for the different players involved in the various categories, the market has become highly
competitive.
In response to continuous demand, newly
created Shari’ah-compliant services are set
to rival product offerings at traditional banks.
Today, this immense demand is driving the
developments of Islamic products fulfilling the
forecasts of the pioneers of modern Islamic
finance, who have long been convinced of the
existence of an unexploited domain. One of
the main reasons behind the progress of the
Islamic finance industry apart from the strong
demand for Shari’ah-compliant financial services, is the growing consensus around getting more of the regular product offerings to
be universally compliant and globally accepted, to that extent, conventional banks and
reputable financial institutions in non-Muslim
countries are creating either Islamic windows
or Islamic subsidiaries in order to gain a foothold in this market.

customer services’ expectations, operations
and compliance. Financial institutions have realized that technology innovation has become
a key differentiating factor in the globalized
world. Having innovative and distinct Islamic
products is the way forward for Islamic financial institutions seeking to truly operate in
their own niche.
As investment in technology is critical for innovation, the Islamic financial industry needs
to exploit the full potential and opportunities
that arise from the IT revolution. In embracing
new leading edge technologies, the potential
for the industry to provide new products and
services will be enhanced.
Increasing consumer awareness and stringent competition are both forcing institutions
operating in that industry not only to propose
a wide range of distinguished financial products and services but also to depend on tailormade products and upgrades in order to meet
the greater sophistication of customers.

This current trend seems to be toward separation between Islamic and conventional systems. Some countries have opted for a clear
separation between them, while others have
allowed traditional financial institutions to set
up Islamic windows, opening the way for some
of the largest multinational ones to participate.

As a result, Islamic financial institutions obviously have to perceive IT as an enabler to their
viable strategy. This means that the complex
and unpredictable financial environment requires enhanced capacity of Islamic financial
institutions in dealing with uncertainties and
probabilities.

In countries where Islamic finance is not yet
widespread, and where governments were
reluctant to open their borders to Islamic financial institutions, particularly in Eastern
Europe and North Africa, raising public awareness is a step in the right direction. Indeed,
the global Islamic financial industry stands
to benefit from the UK’s evolution as an attractive and idle terrain for Shari’ah-compliant
financing and investment instruments. The establishment of these services in the UK would
help extend the reach of the Islamic financial
model outside the Muslim world.

Ameliorating the IT infrastructure has therefore become indispensable in view of the need
to deploy thoroughly the best Islamic practices and sustain them in this multifaceted and
changing economic scene. Well-developed IT
systems can equip Islamic financial institutions with the ability to make projections for
future prognostics. As financial institutions are
continuously trying to anticipate their customers’ side demands to deliver value to them,
the maturity level with which this task will be
done, will allow them to sustain growth, further credibility and consolidate their position
in the industry.

Since the late 1990s, however, the Islamic
finance world has stepped up efforts to standardize regulation and supervision. Following
the establishment of regulatory bodies such
as the Islamic Financial Services Board (IFSB)
and the Accounting and Auditing Organization
for Islamic Financial Institutions (AAOIFI), the
industry has been aiming towards the standardization of Shari’ah interpretations mainly
to avoid the different levels of adoption of Islamic finance that might affect the profitability
of the financial institutions.
On the other hand, with the increasing dynamics of a fast-paced economic environment, Islamic financial institutions are constantly seeking efficient and comprehensive
technologies such as off-the-shelf tools and
solutions that will help them secure a competitive advantage by addressing a diverse
range of customers’ requirements. Besides,
inherent matured financial products that have
been available for ages in the global markets
will soon be accessible in Shari’ah-compliant
business processes.
The growth of any new type of business in
financial services is heavily dependent on
availability of the right technology to meet

Keeping abreast of Information Technology
may be demanding and sometimes costly.
Nevertheless, Islamic financial institutions
cannot afford to be left behind in a significantly
hasty environment. Lack of utilization of stateof-the-art Information Technology would be
seriously critical to them.
Accelerating the pace of financial innovation
by leveraging on Information Technology has
thus become imminent. A reliable technology
platform would facilitate the performance of
Shari’ah-based practices. Islamic financial institutions have realized the importance of IT
as a catalyst for market expansion, and thus
keep on monitoring developments in Information Technology relating to finance.
Although assessment of IT is similar for Islamic and conventional institutions, however
when evaluating an Islamic financial structure,
it should be considered that the system is
flexible enough to accommodate constantly
evolving Islamic financial products with a powerful approach to deliver value.
Conclusion
The heterogeneous modes of Islamic finance

require rigorous, comprehensive IT systems.
For successful Islamic financial institutions,
leveraging on IT in elevating operational efficiency, strengthening risk management capabilities are crucial in making strategic business
decisions. Towards this end, well-developed
flexible IT solutions are required to implement
the best Sharia¬compliant practices. Similarly,
Islamic financial institutions will be in a position to maintain adequate provisioning in a
dynamic manner, forecast market fluctuations
at an early stage and hence, formulate contingency plans leading to a more effective and
efficient financial performance.

Mr. Said Itani
Head of Information Technology and Project Manager
at International Investment
Bank (IIB) – Bahrain
The International Investment Bank (IIB), is
a globally focused Islamic investment bank
based in the Kingdom of Bahrain. It has
signed a software license and implementation agreements with Path Solutions and has
started the implementation on September
15, 2008. It is adopting iMAL, the system
of choice for numerous leading financial institutions, for its entire banking operations.
Why did the International Investment
Bank look for a new system?
IIB was established and started operations
beginning of 2004, and since its inception,
the bank had no core banking system in
place. Due to business expansion and regulatory instructions, the bank had to have
a core banking system where accounting
books are maintained internally and customer records and investments are managed
more efficiently and accurately.
What were the selection criteria?
The selection criteria were based on the following table:
MAX WEIGHT

EVALUATION CRITERIA
1. System Functionality meets IIB Requirements

30 %

2. System Architecture

5%

3. Vendor Profile and Viability

5%

4. Implementation Capabilities

5%

5. Support Capabilities, and Annual Support Cost

5%

6. System’s Capacity to add New Requirements and/or Modules

5%

7. System’s Functionality Demonstration

15 %

8. Overall Solution Cost

20 %

9. References and Site Visits

10 %
TOTAL

100 %

What vendors/systems did the bank evaluate?
IIB evaluated the following vendors/systems:
Path solutions’ iMAL, Temenos/T24, ITS/Universal Banking System and iflex/Flexcube.
Did the bank recruit third-party assistance for selection (such as external

consultants)?
Yes, we hired Ernst & Young for selection
assistance.
Why was iMAL chosen?
iMAL was chosen because it had the best
score record among all vendors.
What functionality will it cover at IIB?
iMAL will cover Accounting, Customer Database, Islamic Investments, Islamic Treasury, Reporting and Business Intelligence
modules.
Is there a lot of system customization/
localization involved?
According to the RFP feedback provided by
Path, there will be only minor customization
required to accommodate our requirements.
Is there a large team from the bank working on this project?
IIB currently employs 55 staff members,
and the project team consists of 11.
Will the bank involve any third-party integrators in the implementation?
As a Project Manager, I believe that we are
not in need to hire any third-party integrators to assist us in the implementation.
What stages will the implementation
consist of? What will be done in each
stage?
1. Analysis of business functions
2. Develop functional requirements
3. Approve functional requirements
4. Analysis of transactions flow
5. Develop transactions flow within the system
6. Approve transactions flow within the system
7. Start system implementation per module
8. Start key users training
9. Start system testing
10. Document technical & user guides
11. Modules acceptance and go-live per module
What other applications will iMAL be integrated with/interfaced to?
None.

with an authorized capital of US$ 200 million
and a paid up capital of US$ 43 million. In
December 2007, IIB concluded a combined
rights issue and private placement offering
that has increased the issued share capital
to US$ 110 million and total shareholders’
equity in excess of US$ 200 million. The
bank’s shareholders are high net worth individuals, business houses and institutions
from the GCC states. The bank undertakes
two core business activities - private equity
and real estate - and aims to offer its clients
an internationally diversified range of investments generated through its network of
strategic partnerships. It has been involved
in investments worth more than USD 2.4
billion including debt and other investors equity since its inception.

Path Solutions was the
Gold Sponsor of the Sukuk
World Summit
November 15, 2008 - Path Solutions has recently participated as a Gold Sponsor of the
Sukuk World Summit held in Dubai on November 10-11. The Summit is considered the
first event in the Middle East concerned with
Structuring, Issuing and Investing in Sukuk.
The event, organized by IIRME, also covered
during day-2 various current issues related to
the financial crisis affecting international markets and the changes occurring in the Shariacompliant marketplace, i.e. how the industry
is pursuing global unified standards.

Path Solutions,
thriving in Algeria

When will the system go live?
Hopefully 1st quarter of 2009.
What system will iMAL replace?
We currently have no core banking system
in place. iMAL will just replace simple accounting and customer management applications that we are using now.
Is the core system replacement a part of
a larger IT modernization project at the
bank? If so, what other IT ventures are
taking place?
iMAL implementation at IIB is the only main
project happening now.
What will the new software bring to IIB?
As it was mentioned in our press release,
iMAL will enhance management information,
transactions processing efficiency and accuracy, more accurate and timely reporting,
business analysis and better risk control.

About IIB

International Investment Bank B.S.C. (c)
(”IIB”) was incorporated in Bahrain in October 2003 as an Islamic investment bank,

November 6, 2008 - The sponsorship was part
of Path’s strategic aim of building links with
the Algerian banking community.
Organized by Isla-Invest, Le Forum Algérien
de la Finance Islamique held on the 4th of
November in Alger focused mainly on the
perspectives of the Islamic finance in Algeria
and the challenges that Islamic finance will
encounter in this North-African country.
Ben Terdeyet, Founder and CEO of Isla-Invest
welcomed Path Solutions’ initiative to sponsor this event and said: “We highly appreciate
Path’s commitment towards this forum. Such
a move highlights how Path is keen to explore
business opportunities in the region which will
help raise its profile internationally”.
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Path Solutions endorsed
Qatar’s 3rd Annual WIIFC

November 2, 2008 - Chaired by HE Yousef
Hussain Kamal, Minister of Economy & Finance of The State of Qatar and Chairman
of Qatar Financial Centre Authority, the 3rd
Annual World Islamic Infrastructure Finance
Conference -sponsored by Path Solutionswas held at Doha Intercontinental on Tuesday
October 28.
At WIIFC, topics such as product innovation
and the next generation of Islamic finance
software solutions were discussed in detail
by the panel of financial and IT experts from
across the globe.

Our Corporate Academy is carrying on with its
General Orientation Program and crash courses
for Path Solutions’ new recruits. This includes
Consultants Behavioral Skills Session which
is currently in progress from January 19 up to
January 23. In addition, training on Quality
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The Abu Dhabi Premier
Banking & Wealth Management Summit

November 1, 2008 – Path Solutions was identified as the Financial Solutions Associate of
the Premier Banking & Wealth Management
Summit held in Abu Dhabi on October 26.
This one-day Summit which brought together
bankers, insurers, money managers, independent financial advisors and industry analysts
has tackled complex issues in global private
banking.
Management has been given to some employees to become internal auditors.
There has been a series of workshops on Project Management Methodology followed by
Project Management Professional Exam Preparation Courses for our Professional Services and
Support teams as well as on Microsoft Project
2003 for our Professional Services staff.
Some of our candidates to the CIPA (Certified
Islamic Professional Accountant) will participate in the seminar and indeed the test will
be a duty at the end of the seminar which will

be conducted in Bahrain during the months of
February and March 2009 respectively.
As for the training at Path Solutions’ premises,
it is being catered specifically for our clients and
available upon request. The Arab Islamic Bank
and Syria International Islamic Bank members
attended technical trainings on our Core and Retail modules. Whereas, the Bank of London and
Middle East staff are taking part in trainings on
Islamic invest, Islamic Treasury and Assets.

Being charitable is a mindset where a person gives
without asking in return

December 29, 2008 - Many charity boxes
have been distributed recently throughout our
departments whereby donations have been
ceded.
Three members of Path Solutions, Amanda
Arnita, Roy Saad and Emma Shaffu were
there to help meet the basic needs of the Sisters of Charity.
This organization, which is located in Fanar, is
linked to the Indian humanitarian association
founded by Mother Theresa.

It supports almost 45 Lebanese people varying from the elderly to children with mental
disabilities.
“Meeting and conversing with them was an
emotional experience for all of us”, commented Emma.
On behalf of the Sisters of Charity and the HC
Department, thank you to all!
We hope you will be blessed the same way
you helped many needy peoples in reshaping
their lives.

Secret Santa at Path Solutions

It’s Picnic Time Again for
Path Solutions

November 17, 2008 - Excitement was in the
air… This much-loved tradition took place on
Friday November 14, at Khiran resort in Kuwait.
One of the biggest social events to be held
every year, the picnic brings together around
200 members of Path Solutions including the
Executive Management team and family members who return each year to join in the fun.
On the menu this year was great food, games
and various entertainment for everyone to
insure that all tastes are satisfied. Valuable
prices were distributed at the end of the day
to all winners.
“The annual picnic is not only a social event,
but is a valuable boost to Path Solutions’ team
members. The members should be congratulated for all the hard work they have done during the year and that goes into a big occasion
like this”, said Mohammed Kateeb, Path Solutions’ Chairman.

towards his colleagues expressed through
a quick note, a card or a present, serious at
times and funny at others. But what was unusual is that everybody was anxious to know
who was behind his numerous gifts…

December 24, 2008 - The Secret Santa game
has become a tradition at Path Solutions. This
year and two weeks before Christmas, our
staff members randomly chose other coworkers to whom they anonymously gave a gift.
Organized and managed by the Corporate
Communications team, this annual Secret
Santa event with anonymous exchange of
holiday gifts among the employees (or at least
among those who chose to participate in the
game) has created a real Christmas spirit
where everybody showed care and gratitude

Those gifts were piling day after day under the
tree at the entrance which almost blocked the
way. And on the day before Christmas it was
the time to open them. The crowd headed
to the tree to discover their Guardian Angel.
Happy faces, hugs and kisses and a feeling of
Christmas joy filled the room...

Path Solutions’ EVP Organization Development, Jacob Zachariah conveyed his thanks
and appreciation to the various committee
members for their efforts to make the picnic a
great success. He also expressed his special
thanks and gratitude to the major sponsors of
the event such as Smile Computers, Al Yasra
Fashion, Al Othman Travels, Al Argan, Zain &
Le Meridien Kuwait.
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Islamic Business
& Finance Awards
2008

12 / 01 / 09

Dubai - UAE

CPIFinancial

Sponsor

MEFTEC 2009

10 -11 / 02 / 09

Bahrain Manama

MediaGeneration

Lanyard & Exhibitor

Islamic Finance
News Award
Ceremony

12 / 02 / 09

KL - Malaysia

REDmoney
Group

Award Winner

Islamic Finance
News Award
Ceremony

03 / 03 / 09

Dubai - UAE

REDmoney
Group

Award Winner

The 4th Islamic Banks
and Financial Institu- 09 -10 / 03 / 09
tions Conference
Leaders in Islamic
Finance 2009

20 - 21 / 04 / 09

Damascus Syria

Al Salam for
Conferences

Technology Partner

Doha - Qatar

IQPC

Silver Sponsor

Introduction to Islamic Banking Islamic Banking and Finance
and Finance
Munawar Iqbal & David T.
Brian Kettell

Llewellyn

Islamic Banking & Finance:
Legal, Regulatory
& Risk Management Issues
- Hong Kong & Singapore

Course Overview
‘Islamic Banking & Finance’ will discuss the legal, regulatory and risk management issues of
Islamic Finance. The course will take a closer look
at how the legal and regulatory issues of Islamic
finance are addressed in non-Muslim countries.
Summary of Course Content
• Sources of Islamic law and their application
to finance
• Islamic finance and banking products
• The latest regulatory developments and challenges facing Islamic banks and products
• The future challenges and opportunities for
Islamic banking & finance
• The implications of Basel II for Islamic financial institutions
• The Islamic financial services board guidelines on risk management
Course Dates, Venue and Fees
15-17 July 2009, Hong Kong, US$4,650.00
2-4 December 2009, Singapore, US$4,650.00

Islamic Banking & Finance
Training Course

Course Overview
This 3-day training course is designed to provide a basic understanding of the principles,
nature and form of Islamic banking and is relevant to those entering and/or working in the
financial services market.

Publisher: John Wiley , Sons Inc
Publication Date: August 2008
Pages: 250
ISBN: 13: 9780955835100

Publisher: Palgrave Macmillan
Publication Date: Mar 01 2002
Pages: 250
ISBN: 1840647876

Learning Objectives
The purpose of this course is to highlight the
different principles involved in Islamic Banking and how they differ from Western banking
models.
Course Dates, Venue and Fees
15-17 February 2009, Dubai UAE, £2797
16-18 November 2009, Dubai UAE, £2797
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